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Work in pairs and discuss.
1 How oen do you go to the cinema?
2 What was the last film you saw?
Read the film reviews. Match the films with the
categories 1–3.
1 cartoon 2 factual comedy 3 science fiction
Read the reviews again and answer the questions.
1 What does Alan Bennett do?
2 Which films are funny?
3 Who moves to a city?
4 Which film is most suited for everyone?
5 Can you see all the films in 3D?
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2.1 Listen to a conversation between
two friends, Amelia and Oliver, and answer
the questions.
1 What happened to Amelia’s mobile phone?
2 What film did Oliver see?
3 Which Bond film does Amelia prefer?
4 Where did Oliver go on holiday?
5 What do they want to do next week?
6 Which film do they decide to see?
Listen again. Are the sentences are true (T)
or false (F)? Correct the false sentences.
1 Amelia saw Spectre yesterday.
2 Oliver thinks Daniel Craig is a bad actor.
3 Oliver saw some actors filming in
Mexico City.
4 Amelia was in Mexico, too.
5 Amelia suggests going to the cinema.
6 They both want to see a funny film.
The words in the box are from the recording.
Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the words in the box.
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Work in pairs and discuss. What films are
showing in cinemas at the moment? Which
one would you like to see? Why?
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Match the words in bold in the text with their
meanings 1–6.
1 in general
2 very funny
3 bad people, oen criminals
4 something special to make you happy
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Work in pairs or small groups and discuss.
1 What films are made in your country?
2 Who do you think is the best actor in your
country? Why?
3 When you watch foreign films, do you
prefer subtitles or dubbed films? Why?

